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The Weather - posted by HeartSong, on: 2009/12/25 13:26
Here is a link to a weather map that shows a satellite image of the water vapor movement over the United States. I just
love watching how the Lord effortlessly moves over the land - changing things withersoever He would have them to be. 

 (http://www.weather.gov/sat_loop.php?imagewv&hours24) http://www.weather.gov/sat_loop.php?image=wv&hours=24

It takes a few minutes to load all 24 images so that you can see the effect. It is over a 24 hour period.

Re: The Weather - posted by sermonindex (), on: 2009/12/25 13:28
Amen! the scary thing is man is making vapor clouds now to change weather patterns and try and control things. 

But I am sure they are just making it worse! What an awesome God we serve.

Re:  - posted by HeartSong, on: 2009/12/25 13:41
They have been doing this for some time - seeding clouds and such. I suspect that some of the severe droughts and floo
ding that we have been having are the result of our attempts to manipulate things. It would be right that the Lord let us p
ay the price for our own greed and foolishness. It is always when we try to manipulate things to our own advantage, rath
er than waiting upon the Lord and relying upon His providence, that things go wrong.

Re: , on: 2009/12/25 16:02
Well, talking of weather, I just shoveled the drive. Had about two foot drifts in places. I also discovered I am not as youn
g as I used to be :).........Frank

Re:  - posted by HeartSong, on: 2009/12/25 21:50
I had some three foot drifts - and a very long driveway.

Re: , on: 2009/12/25 22:21

Hey Frank, you have snow in Kansas?

Re: The Weather - posted by ginnyrose (), on: 2009/12/26 0:19
Very fascinating.

Last year we had a bad drought. This year our rainfall was 18 inches above normal as of two weeks ago! We had very lit
tle sunshine this  month and it is hurting our tomato crop bad - the plants need sun with the end result being the flowers 
are not setting fruit... 

Thanks for posting the link to this website - I will be watching it more.

ginnyrose
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